


Whirla Smart Office
Optimize your hotdesking spaces

Friendly Workspaces

The ability to book a desk eliminates the stress 
associated with the lack of an assigned work space.

Hot desks finally under control

The system registers data on the desk usage and allows
for tracking the hotdesk occupancy rates.

Higher efficency = cost savings

Whirla hotdesk booking system will make the most out
ouf your flexible office. 



Whirla Smart Office
Hotdesk booking system

Mobile App

Occupancy preview and desk
booking via smartphone.

Whirla Sensors

Sensors installed in the hotdesks. 

Admin Panel

Tool for tracking and managing
hotdesking spaces.



Employee’s assistant

Employees can now easily book a desk via mobile app.

With just a few clics, the user can check the hotdesk
availability and get a guaranteed workspace.

All you need to manage reservations is a smartphone -
add, renew and cancel reservations in the application.



Smart desks

Whirla user recognizing sensors are designed for 
installation in the office desks .

To confirm a booking, simply place your smartphone 
on the reserved desk. No booking confirmation 
releases the desk and allows other users to reserve it.

Thanks to our sensors, empty reservations are
eliminated.



Control your offices

The admin panel allows for adding users, dividing
spaces into zones and assigning teams to desks.

The panel also includes statistics on the desk usage,
peak space occupancies and user preferences.

The system analyzes the data, which eliminates 
time-consuming audits of the work space. With our
analytics tool, it is possible to make the right
decisions on office overbooking rates.



A solution for your office

• A comfortable hotdesk spaces for your employees.

• Savings thanks to the optimization of the current office.

• Whirla Smart Office can be either a stand-alone 
application or part of an office or building app.

• Simple installation of Whirla sensors in any desk.

• Easily scalable.

• Optional integration with electrically controlled desks.
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